Dynamic Adjustment of Interactive Objects in Virtual Environments for Upper Limb Rehabilitation: A Patient-Centred Solution
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Abstract
Virtual reality (VR) is a promising technology that offers physical and emotional benefits for traditional rehabilitation. However, interaction with the virtual environment can be an obstacle for patients with reduced mobility, and even more so in the case of VR-based rehabilitation, where the movements required in traditional rehabilitation have to be simulated. This difficulty highlights the need to adapt the virtual environment to the capabilities of each patient. In this study, we present a novel system designed to automatically adjust the positioning of objects within the VR environment. The system, based on data from a previous calibration, is aimed at upper limb rehabilitation, especially in patients with cervical spinal cord injury (cSCI). It incorporates algorithms capable of detecting and relocating virtual objects used in various rehabilitation exercises, ensuring better localisation within the virtual space. The main objective of this system is to improve the effectiveness of rehabilitation treatment, while facilitating adaptation to individual patient needs and exercise characteristics. Preliminary results from a pilot test with healthy subjects are promising and support the efficacy of this system, laying a solid foundation for its implementation in patients with cSCI.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; Accessibility systems and tools; User centered design; • Applied computing → Health care information systems;

1. Introduction
In recent years, the deployment of Virtual Reality (VR) within the healthcare sector has significantly expanded, particularly in the realm of rehabilitation. The integration of VR into rehabilitation practices has proven to offer substantial advantages over traditional rehabilitation methods, contributing positively to both physical and emotional aspects of patient recovery. Among these benefits are the improvement of range of movement of the areas to be rehabilitated [SAA21], the improvement of balance [FLL19], as well as the reduction of pain perception in patients [MSG19]. In addition, several studies support that the use of VR devices in rehabilitation programmes improves adherence to treatment and increases motivation [CAEMNP21]. These are crucial factors for a successful rehabilitation process.

In patients with spinal cord injury (SCI), rehabilitation is crucial to improve quality of life and promote independence. The rehabilitation process in SCI can be extensive, demanding. It requires patience, motivation and a comprehensive approach that addresses both the physical and psychological needs of the patient [NYS15]. In this context, the incorporation of VR in rehabilitation for SCI patients can offer significant improvements as a complementary tool.

For a successful adaptation, the first focus must be on the device itself used to interact with the virtual environment. Interaction with the virtual environment through direct use of the hands, without the need for controllers, is essential. Firstly, because of movement limitations and related problems such as spasticity [GF18], many patients are unable to properly grasp and use joysticks or controllers. Secondly, for VR-based rehabilitation to be successful, patients need to be able to exercise the grasps and movements they would need for controllers, is essential. Firstly, because of movement limitations and related problems such as spasticity [GF18], many patients are unable to properly grasp and use joysticks or controllers. Secondly, for VR-based rehabilitation to be successful, patients need to exercise the grasps and movements they would perform in a physical environment. Thanks to advances in hand tracking used in HMD (Head Mounted Display) devices [Buc21], this first barrier has been eliminated, facilitating this natural and intuitive interaction.

In addition to the adaptation of the device used for interacting with the virtual environment, other adaptations of the application used for VR-rehabilitation are necessary. For upper limb rehabilitation in cSCI patients, the unique characteristics of their exercise execution are crucial. Considering that the patient performs the exercises in a seated position, it is necessary to adapt the location of the elements of the virtual environment, which the patient can manipulate with his or her hands, to a position in the virtual space that is accessible according to his or her capabilities and mobility. To address this problem, measuring user mobility within the virtual
environment offers an effective approach. Through an initial calibration, it is possible to determine the maximum distance at which virtual objects should be placed to facilitate their correct manipulation, thus avoiding overstretching and unwanted compensatory movements. Furthermore, taking into account the characteristics of patients cSCI, this calibration should be asymmetric, i.e. measure the range of motion (ROM) independently for the right and left side.

After this initial calibration, it is necessary to ensure that objects are correctly positioned in the VR environment, adapting to both the patient’s motor skills and the specific requirements of each exercise. This research focuses on the post-calibration phase: how to use calibration data to ensure that VR elements requiring direct manipulation are placed within an optimal range for patient interaction. These algorithms ensure that the virtual elements are correctly positioned within the calibrated work area, adapted to the needs of each patient.

First, the detection algorithm evaluates the location of each virtual element in relation to the work area and the user’s current position, identifying those objects that are not optimally positioned. Subsequently, the relocation algorithm adjusts dynamically the position of these elements, assigning them a new position in 3D space. This process is carried out considering both the exercise configuration and the new position of the user, to ensure that the virtual elements are always accessible and in locations that favour effective rehabilitation. Recognising that the ROM of the right and left upper limbs can differ significantly, and that exercises can be focused on a specific laterality (right or left) or performed in a central position, the algorithms distinguish between different work areas: right, left, central and global.

As a preliminary evaluation, algorithm performance is demonstrated in a simple virtual environment where the subject grasps multiple objects. The test is repeated after automatically relocating these objects according to set options and data from the initial calibration. The objective is to ensure the user can effortlessly grasp each item post-relocation without unnecessary movements.

The article is structured into distinct sections, starting with ‘Related Work’ to place the research in the context of existing literature, followed by ‘Background’ for foundational insights into upper limb VR rehabilitation in cSCI patients. Technical discussions are contained within ‘Algorithms for Detecting and Relocating Virtual Elements in Upper Limb Rehabilitation for cSCI Patients’ detailing the data informing the rehabilitation process. The methodologies and functionalities of the ‘Dynamic Detection Algorithm’ and ‘Dynamic Relocation Algorithm’ are detailed in later sections. The article culminates in ‘Evaluation and Results’, presenting the assessment of the algorithms’ impact on upper limb rehabilitation, and concludes with ‘Conclusion and Future Work’, summarizing key findings and suggesting avenues for further research.

2. Related Work
2.1. VR and rehabilitation

Numerous studies have investigated the use of VR rehabilitation techniques, focusing on varying degrees of immersion and interaction modalities, ranging from non-immersive applications to fully immersive experiences. These interactions occur through either direct device control, such as controllers, or through hand-tracking technologies.

Non-immersive and semi-immersive VR rehabilitation studies often utilize hand-tracking technologies for enhanced engagement. For instance, Shahmoradi et al. [SAA21] employed the Kinect sensor to assist stroke patients in upper limb rehabilitation through interactive games, achieving significant improvements in patients’ ROM. Other approaches employ Leap Motion Controller (LMC) hand-tracking technology for semi-immersive VR, capable of tracking hand movements. In the case of Tarakci et al. [TATK20] the study focused on children and adolescents with various physical disabilities, concluding that this technology is an effective alternative treatment option.

Concerning the use of LMC, the study by de Souza et al. [dSCG21] investigated the feasibility and accuracy of the LMC combined with serious games for upper limb rehabilitation. They discovered that while the controller generally tracked hand movements accurately and reliably, the workspace used in the experiments was relatively small when compared to the human upper limb’s natural range. Therefore, careful consideration must be given to how the device is positioned relative to the patient’s pose to optimize its effectiveness.

Considering the spectrum of VR immersion, a recent systematic review and network meta-analysis by Hao et al. [HHYR23] aimed to compare the effects of immersive and non-immersive VR on upper extremity function in stroke survivors. The review emphasizes the superior benefits of immersive VR over non-immersive VR systems and gaming consoles for the recovery of upper extremity motor functions.

Building on the advantages of immersive VR in rehabilitation, studies such as those described by Lim et al. [LHC20] use HMDs and controllers to create fully immersive environments. Their study targeted SCI patients and documented notable enhancements in grip strength and functional mobility scores, showcasing the efficacy of immersive VR in rehabilitation. It’s important to note that their study required participants to have sufficient hand grip strength to manage the controllers effectively.

Continuing with studies on immersive VR in rehabilitation, and adding more intuitive interaction through hand tracking, is the work of Mekbib et al. [MDZ21]. This study presents a fully immersive VR environment for upper limb rehabilitation in stroke patients, focusing on the recovery of motor function. Unlike controller-based systems, MNVR-Rehab uses hand tracking to activate mirror neurons, which are essential for rehabilitation. It does this by employing a HMD, two HTC Vive tracking stations to track the user’s exact location, and LMC technology to track upper limb movements and transfer them to a virtual limb in the virtual environment.

The study by Pereira et al. [PPK20] also focuses on the use of immersive VR with hand tracking. It implements a serious rehabilitation game using the Meta Quest HMD as the only device, eliminating the need for additional trackers. With a system usability score of 84.3, the study confirms the potential of conceptual and technological approaches to improve hand therapy.
2.2. Adaptation of VR Environments for Rehabilitation

As VR becomes increasingly popular, the need for environments adapted to diverse motor and cognitive abilities becomes crucial. This section discusses previous research that underscores this importance. The focus is on creating inclusive and accessible VR spaces for people with different abilities. This approach is essential to ensure that VR technology benefits a broad spectrum of users, especially in fields such as rehabilitation, where personalised and adaptive environments can significantly influence treatment outcomes.

The study by Lagos Rodriguez et al. [LRGLG22] highlights this trend, showing VR scenarios as valuable tools in the rehabilitation process of people with disabilities. These VR environments allow patients to interact using their own hands, simulating everyday activities, thus facilitating the training of various physical and cognitive abilities.

Other studies, such as Mott et al. [MCGP19], contribute to accessibility in VR environments. This study describes five areas: accessibility of VR content, interaction techniques, accessibility of devices and hardware, inclusive representations of users within VR environments, and the development of accessibility-focused VR applications.

The article by Dudley et al. [DYGK23] identifies three main challenges to achieving ‘inclusive immersion’ in virtual and augmented reality environments. These include the diversity of user needs, the lack of comprehensive guidelines and tools for developers, and the challenges associated with conducting empirical research in the field. The article highlights the need for customised systems, better developer resources and more structured research methodologies to advance the accessibility of VR/AR technologies.

Among the studies focused on interaction mechanisms in VR environments for people with upper body impairments is the work of Franz et al. [FYW23]. This study evaluates the accessibility of different locomotion techniques in VR for individuals with motor impairments in the torso and upper extremities. The results suggest the importance of offering a variety of techniques that are adapted to individual preferences and abilities, beyond considering accessibility alone.

3. Background

In the field of upper limb rehabilitation, the Rehab-Immersive platform [HVCS23] is emerging as a comprehensive solution that addresses the critical limitations of previous approaches and prioritises patient-centred care. Developed in collaboration with the Hospital Nacional de Parapléjicos of Toledo (Spain), Rehab-Immersive leverages the benefits of immersive VR to create an engaging and accessible rehabilitation environment. Thanks to this collaboration, it is possible to develop a system with continuous feedback from patients, cSCI experts, rehabilitation professionals and biomedical engineers. The platform integrates a number of serious games for rehabilitation using the Meta Quest 2 and Meta Quest 3 HMDs, using their internal hand-tracking capabilities (without controllers).

In addition, accessibility to the VR environment is addressed from the user’s perspective. This involves ensuring that the virtual environment is tailored to the user’s specific needs and preferences. This includes adjusting the virtual environment according to the user’s physical limitations and cognitive abilities.

Exercises adapted to the rehabilitation process, recognition of different types of functional grasps [VSBGIPG14] according to the patient’s motor skills, and audiovisual support for different interactions and achievements.

Despite these adaptations, fixed placement of virtual elements in 3D space may not meet the needs of all patients. On the one hand, given the needs of each patient according to the presented injury. On the other hand, it must be taken into account that rehabilitation is a dynamic process [CTA22], which must be adapted and adjusted according to the evolution of the patient. To address this gap, manual calibration of certain objects within the scene was implemented. However, this process can present challenges for patients, requiring adjustments to each interactive element and within every serious game designed for upper limb rehabilitation. This situation underscores the necessity for an initial calibration that accurately reflects the ROM for each side of the body and the patient’s central position. After this calibration, additional algorithms are applied to establish the desired position of the elements.

This article introduces dynamic detection and relocation algorithms tailored to the previously calibrated space, aiming to provide an effective and safe rehabilitation experience. These algorithms are a core component of our patient-centered solution for dynamically adjusting interactive objects in virtual environments, specifically designed for upper limb rehabilitation in cSCI patients.

4. Algorithms for Detecting and Relocating Virtual Elements in Upper Limb Rehabilitation for cSCI Patients

This section describes the process for the detection and automatic adjustment of virtual elements in 3D space within VR applications for upper limb rehabilitation. The procedure initiates with data acquired from a preliminary calibration phase. This initial stage employs ellipses to accurately assess the range of mobility in the upper limbs, addressing both the right and left sides independently to account for any asymmetry in movement capability. This approach draws on biomechanical principles outlined by I. A. Kapandji [Kap71], emphasizing the significance of shoulder circumduction and its complex motions across sagittal, frontal, and transversal planes.

Opting for ellipses over simpler geometric shapes like circles is driven by the need to accommodate patients’ mobility restrictions. Since activities are performed seated, limiting the workspace to accessible frontal and lateral areas prevents extension beyond the patient’s reach. This strategy not only conforms to current limitations but also anticipates workspace adaptation as mobility improves, aiming for ellipses to eventually resemble circles, indicating enhanced movement amplitude.

To calibrate the ROM for each side of the upper limbs, the user is instructed to move their hand with the arm fully extended in different planes: XY, XZ, and YZ (see Figure 1). This process results in an elliptical volume formed by these three ellipses.

After calibration, the methodology involves two principal algorithms. The initial algorithm detects a virtual element within a predefined work area, determined by various parameters. Subsequent to this detection, a second algorithm responsible for relocating virtual elements is activated.
4.1. Input Data for Algorithms

The algorithms employ a series of inputs designed to adjust VR environments to meet both user needs and application-specific requirements. Initial considerations involve data from previous calibration phases. This includes details on the position and rotation of the HMD during calibration and elliptical volumes that define the right and left work areas. Along with this data, the algorithms consider the ‘center position’, where users position their arms at hip width with elbows at 90 degrees and palms facing forward, serving as a reference for certain rehabilitation exercises. These inputs include:

- \( C_{HMD} \): HMD position (\( P_{HMD} \)).
- \( C_R \): Right elliptical volume in the XY, YZ, XZ planes.
- \( C_L \): Left elliptical volume in the XY, YZ, XZ planes.
- \( C_C \): Center defined by the hand positions.

The current HMD position (\( P_{HMD,\text{current}} \)) complements the calibration data, providing real-time context. This aspect is particularly important because the calibration process and its application might not always occur in the same physical setup. This component ensures the virtual environment adapts accurately, avoiding errors due to HMD or user movements.

Along with the previously described calibration data, additional parameters related to the specific characteristics of the exercise to be performed in the VR environment are considered. These parameters determine the area within the 3D space where the exercise will take place in the VR setting. A distinction is made between lateral exercises, which require that the elements interacted with by the user are located within the defined elliptical volume (right \( Z_R \) or left \( Z_L \)) (see Figure 2).

In addition to the lateral exercises, the system also includes those performed in a center position relative to the patient (\( Z_{Center} \)). For these exercises, it is considered that the virtual object must be located within the defined center position (\( C_C \)), ensuring also that it is within one of the two elliptical volumes (\( C_R \) and \( C_L \)).

Finally, exercises that encompass the entire calibrated area, including both the right and left lateral zones as well as the center area, are considered. This category is named the complete zone (\( Z_C \)) and is designed for activities that require a more extensive and varied use of the 3D space in the VR environment.

Alongside these input parameters, a defined threshold for the workspace (\( U \)) is also included. This defines different levels and difficulties based on the location of elements in 3D space. This threshold allows for adjusting the boundaries of the reachable area, expressed as a percentage. A threshold of 100% would be equivalent to the limits established during calibration. Values below this percentage would imply a proportional reduction of the limits in all three axes. Conversely, a threshold higher than 100% is necessary for exercises requiring trunk movements. Therefore, the threshold provides a flexible tool for modifying the reach of the workspace, allowing adjustments tailored to the specific needs of the user and the exercise objectives in the VR environment.

In order to adapt the position of the elements according to the needs not only of the patient but also of the exercise, a Boolean constraint related to height is added, called \( R_HLimit \). This parameter determines whether the virtual elements should be located above a specific height, in this case, the height of the seated user’s legs. This height is obtained from the Y position of the calibration data stored, referring to the position of the hands with the arms flexed at 90 degrees.

If \( R_HLimit \) is activated, the VR environment is adjusted so that

---

**Figure 1:** Movements performed during the calibration process to obtain the elliptical volume corresponding to the right-sided upper limb. (a) Calibration in the XZ plane. (b) Calibration in the XY and YZ planes.
all virtual elements are placed above the minimum height defined by Hlimit. Like the threshold, this parameter is necessary for those exercises that require trunk movement, in this case lateral.

Finally, the list of virtual objects (O) constitutes the last input parameter. Each object in this list contains a unique identifier, its original position, and, if the relocation algorithm has been applied, the adjusted position in 3D space.

Let \( O = \{ (ID(o_i), P(o_i), L(o_i)) | o_i \in \text{Virtual objects}, i = 1, 2, ..., n \} \) represent the list of virtual objects in the VR environment, where each object \( o_i \) is defined by \( ID(o_i), P(o_i), \) and \( L(o_i) \). Here, \( ID(o_i) \) denotes a unique identifier of the object, \( P(o_i) \) signifies the original position of the object in 3D space, and \( L(o_i) \) corresponds to the modified position of the object in 3D space.

4.2. Preparation and Adaptation of the Workspace

Before running the iterative algorithms for detection and relocation in a virtual reality environment, a preliminary step is necessary. This step involves adapting the calibrated workspace to meet the specific requirements of the game and accommodate the user’s new position. The process includes transferring the previously defined workspace to the potential new position of the user within the VR environment.

In the initial step, the parameters of the ellipses are adjusted, including their centers, radii, center position, and minimum height, according to the new location indicated by the current HMD position (\( PHMD_{current} \)). This adjustment guarantees proper recalibration of the workspace to align with the user’s present position.

The subsequent step includes an additional adjustment based on the predefined threshold (\( U \)). This adjustment enables modifications to the workspace to meet the dimensions needed for the particular rehabilitation exercise, thereby adjusting the difficulty level and accommodating the user’s motor abilities. These adaptations guarantee that the VR workspace is accessible and ergonomically suitable for the user.

With these stages completed, the elements in the virtual space are configured to initiate the processes of detection and relocation.

4.3. Dynamic Detection Algorithm

The detection algorithm assesses whether each object, contained in the list of virtual objects, is correctly positioned within the defined workspace. Objects that do not meet the location requirements are flagged as incorrectly positioned. To achieve this, it utilizes the IsObjectInArea method (see Algorithm 1), which evaluates the correct location of each object, considering two fundamental aspects: the height constraint (\( RH_{limit} \)) and the specific exercise zone (\( Z \)).

Depending on whether the zone (\( Z_R \) for the right, \( Z_L \) for the left, \( Z_{Center} \) for the central area, or \( Z_C \) for the complete workspace area) the algorithm employs different methods to assess if an object is correctly positioned. For \( Z_R \) and \( Z_L \), the IsInsideEllipse method is used to verify if the object is within the corresponding ellipse for the chosen laterality. In the \( Z_{Center} \), the IsInsideCenter method evaluates if the object is positioned in the center zone defined during

![Figure 2: Representation of the different exercise execution areas in the virtual environment. From left to right: right lateral area (\( Z_R \)); left lateral area (\( Z_L \)); central area (\( Z_{Center} \)); and total area defined by the lateral and central areas (\( Z_C \)).](image-url)
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calibration. Finally, for the $Z_C$, it checks if the object is within either of the two ellipses.

4.4. Dynamic Relocation Algorithm

Upon the completion of the detection algorithm, the relocation algorithm is initiated. This algorithm’s primary objective is to realign a new position to each element previously identified. The relocation process, similar to the detection phase, uses the recalculated coordinates and applied thresholds to determine the most appropriate and closest position within the designated working area. For each virtual object flagged as inaccurately positioned, the method CalculateNewPosition is invoked. This method, predicated on the exercise area configuration and the threshold, identifies the nearest compliant location within the work zone parameters.

Similar to the detection algorithm, the relocation strategy takes into account both the vertical restriction $R_{HLim}$, if activated, and the VR environment’s specified exercise zone ($Z$). Should the area be lateral ($Z_L$ or $Z_R$), the FindNearestInEllipse method is employed to locate the nearest point on the elliptical volume’s edge, whether right or left.

In instances where the object is to be relocated to the center area, the FindNearestInCenterArea method is utilized. This method is dedicated to finding the nearest point within the center zone, delineated by the calibrated center area. Given that this center area does not encompass the maximum depth but is defined by the hand positions with elbows bent at 90 degrees, it verifies that the relocated object in the X-axis falls within either the left or right elliptical volumes. If not, it calculates the distance to each lateral elliptic volume and selects the one with the lesser distance to the object.

The FindNearestPointInGlbArea method is applied for exercises demanding the entire calibration area’s utilization. This method identifies the closest point in the entire area by evaluating both the right and left elliptical volumes.

5. Evaluation and Results

To assess the effectiveness of the detection and adjustment algorithms for virtual elements within the upper limb rehabilitation environment, a pilot application has been developed. This application, like the preceding calibration algorithm, was developed using Unity [uni], the Meta XR Integration SDK [met], and tested on Meta Oculus Quest 3 [ocu].

The interface of the VR application is designed for accessibility, featuring a main menu with large buttons that accommodate activation via a single finger, multiple fingers, or the palm. This menu is divided into three primary sections: Calibration, Configuration, and Play. Selecting ‘Calibration’ triggers the process that captures data for the application’s detection and relocation algorithms. The ‘Configuration’ (see Figure 3) menu allows for a tailored user experience by enabling the specification of detection and relocation parameters for virtual elements. This feature is designed to simulate the specific requirements of the exercise. Options within this menu include the designation of the exercise’s execution zone, the adjustment of the threshold for expanding or reducing the work area, and the implementation of a height restriction.

Upon selecting the ‘Play’ option, users are introduced to a new scene populated with five blocks within the virtual environment. Interacting with these blocks may necessitate considerable effort from the user, potentially leading to undesired compensatory trunk movements. The scene is also equipped with two interactive buttons: one for exiting and another for the automatic realignment of the blocks in alignment with the pre-configured settings. Furthermore, pressing the relocation button prompts the visualization of ellipses delineating the selected relocation area. The elliptical volume corresponding to the configuration of the complete area can be observed in Figure 4.

5.1. Evaluation

The evaluation was conducted with a diverse group of six participants, encompassing both men and women, aged between 21 and 44 years, and with heights ranging from 166 to 185 cm. All participants selected for the study had no mobility issues in their upper limbs and the study was carried out in a single session.

Before the testing began, each participant was thoroughly briefed on the procedure. Throughout the process, participants remained seated, and a re-centering of the HMD was performed before starting. The initial phase involved acquiring the calibrated area, during which the calibration process was explained in detail. Following this, it was confirmed that the defined area accurately matched the movements performed. After this setup phase, participants were asked to configure the mode in which the detection and realignment algorithms would operate. To ensure uniformity in the setup, participants were instructed to set the complete area, adjust the threshold to 90% , and activate the height restriction to prevent blocks from appearing below leg height.

For the testing phase, participants were requested to try and keep their back against the chair at all times, and whenever the position of the object to be grasped allowed, to avoid excessive trunk movements.

During the test, data for each user were collected, including calibration details, selected configuration settings (area, threshold, and height restriction), the location of the blocks before applying the relocation algorithm, and their location after executing the algorithm.

Along with this information regarding calibration and virtual environment settings, two files containing relevant kinematic data are stored. One file pertains to the subject’s kinematics before applying the algorithms, and the other after relocation. Among these data points, notable elements include the position and rotation of the HMD, the position and rotation of the hands, a boolean indicating if one of the hands is gripping an object, the fingers or palm involved in the grasp, the grip force within a range of [0-1], the name of the virtual object being grasped, and the velocity of each hand, among others. Depending on the area selected in the configuration, tracking of the right hand, left hand, or both is stored. Thus, for the case of $Z_R$, data pertaining to the right hand is stored, for $Z_L$, the data for the left hand, and for $Z_C$ and $Z_{center}$, bimanual exercises are considered, hence data for both hands are stored.
Figure 3: Menu of the VR application used to configure the work area. From left to right: submenu for selecting the exercise area; submenu for threshold selection.

Figure 4: Elliptical volume corresponding to the complete exercise area \( (Z_C) \).

In the specific case of the test conducted for evaluation, selecting \( Z_C \) results in the storage of kinematic data for both hands. Furthermore, participants are asked to use one hand or the other depending on which side the blocks are closer to.

5.2. Results

This section details the results obtained from the tests conducted with the 6 subjects. The data stored regarding calibration, configuration, and block positions before and after the relocation process were analyzed. Euclidean distances between the original and relocated positions of five blocks for each of six participants. The results are summarized in Table 2, which displays the Euclidean distances for each block and user, as well as the mean of these distances per user.

To assess the consistency of the relocation algorithm, the mean of the Euclidean distances for each user was calculated. The analysis reveals variations in relocation distances between users, with means ranging from 0.8422 to 0.9342, suggesting moderate variability in the relocation algorithm’s effectiveness across different users. In all cases, it is observed that the algorithm relocates objects by attempting to respect the minimum distance from their original location as much as possible. This approach ensures that the spatial integrity and the relational positioning of the blocks relative to one another are maintained to a significant extent.

Figure 5.2 displays the original and relocated positions of blocks for User 1 within a three-dimensional space. Points denote the original positions of the blocks, and triangles signify the positions post-relocation. Gray dashed lines connecting the original to the relocated positions illustrate not only the direction but also the magnitude of movement for each block.

Following the analysis of Euclidean distances, we further investigated the spatial dynamics of participant movement by examining the head position data. The detailed analysis of head position data before and after the relocation of objects reveals notable changes in the range of movement across the X and Y axes, which are closely associated with lateral and frontal trunk movements, respectively. Such movements are essential for interacting with the virtual environment, indicating how participants adapt their physical engagement in response to the spatial rearrangement of objects.

The results, summarized in Table 1, highlight the shifts in participants’ head positions, providing insights into their interaction with the virtual environment and the objects within it. This table captures the minimum and maximum positions on the X, Y, and Z axes, reflecting the spatial exploration and interaction behaviors of the participants with the environment and its objects. The data
Table 1: Minimum and maximum head positions on the X, Y, and Z axes before and after object relocation. The data represents the range of head movement, indicating spatial exploration and interaction behaviors of the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>X Axis</th>
<th>Y Axis</th>
<th>Z Axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>-0.5128 / 0.2835</td>
<td>-0.1144 / 0.105</td>
<td>0.8806 / 1.2261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>-0.5642 / 0.3504</td>
<td>-0.0972 / 0.0709</td>
<td>0.7847 / 1.1117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>-0.5243 / 0.3759</td>
<td>-0.1433 / 0.1074</td>
<td>0.7318 / 1.1774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>-0.4869 / 0.2888</td>
<td>-0.1466 / 0.1201</td>
<td>0.8722 / 1.1827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>-0.4705 / 0.2993</td>
<td>-0.1611 / 0.1311</td>
<td>0.8731 / 1.1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>-0.5053 / 0.3184</td>
<td>-0.0677 / 0.0987</td>
<td>0.7958 / 1.119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Euclidean distances for blocks of each user. B1..B5 represents the 5 blocks identified in the scene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>B4</th>
<th>B5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>1.134</td>
<td>0.8422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>1.169</td>
<td>0.9342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>1.221</td>
<td>0.9110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>1.461</td>
<td>0.9156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>1.070</td>
<td>0.8698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.8960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Original and relocated positions of blocks for User 1. Blue circles and red triangles represent the original and relocated positions, respectively. Gray dashed lines illustrate the movement trajectory of each block.

Figure 6: Enhanced 3D plot of original vs. relocated positions.

underscores the adjustments in movement dynamics resulting from the reconfiguration of object locations. A notable observation from the data is the significant decrease in movement amplitude along the X axis, indicating a marked reduction in lateral (side-to-side) trunk movements. This reduction points to a more constrained spatial interaction post-relocation, suggesting that participants adapted their movements to the newly configured object placements with lesser lateral exploration.

Moreover, the analysis delineates distinct patterns in the vertical (Y axis) and depth (Z axis) positions. An increment in the Z axis position, paired with a decrement in the Y axis position, specifically denotes forward trunk movements. This finding is particularly significant, as broader movements along the X axis typically signify more pronounced lateral trunk movements, which may serve as compensatory mechanisms, particularly within a rehabilitative framework. Conversely, the unique juxtaposition of an increased Z position and a reduced Y position highlights a forward leaning or reaching action, likely reflecting compensatory tactics employed by users to interact with objects that are positioned further within the virtual space or to navigate the spatial constraints imposed by the virtual environment.

Significantly, this study was carried out with a predefined threshold of 90 percent, indicating that the relocation of objects was designed so participants would ideally not need to engage in substantial trunk movements to reach these objects post-relocation. This strategic choice was aimed at ensuring that all interactable ob-
jects within the virtual environment fall within a comfortable reach for the users, effectively reducing the necessity for compensatory movements often associated with reaching for distant objects. However, if the nature of the exercise requires it, adjusting the threshold to allow for such displacements is feasible when they are not considered undesirable compensatory movements.

The analysis further quantifies the impact of object relocation on the participants’ movement amplitudes. Table 3 presents the calculated amplitude of movement (difference between maximum and minimum positions) for each user along the X, Y, and Z axes, both before and after the relocation of objects. This quantitative assessment illustrates the spatial dynamics adjustments, demonstrating a more focused interaction pattern within the virtual environment post-relocation.

### Table 3: Amplitude changes pre/post object relocation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usr</th>
<th>X (Pre/Post)</th>
<th>Y (Pre/Post)</th>
<th>Z (Pre/Post)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7963 / 0.2194</td>
<td>0.3455 / 0.1124</td>
<td>0.4099 / 0.1069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9146 / 0.1681</td>
<td>0.3270 / 0.0714</td>
<td>0.5311 / 0.1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9002 / 0.2507</td>
<td>0.4456 / 0.1171</td>
<td>0.5631 / 0.0913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7757 / 0.2667</td>
<td>0.3105 / 0.1085</td>
<td>0.4029 / 0.0634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7698 / 0.2922</td>
<td>0.3250 / 0.1109</td>
<td>0.4211 / 0.1495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8237 / 0.1664</td>
<td>0.3942 / 0.0373</td>
<td>0.4384 / 0.0520</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table reveals a significant decrease in movement amplitude across all axes for each user, indicating that spatial interactions have become more restricted post-relocation.

In addition to the precise quantitative analysis of the recorded data, the evaluation is enriched by qualitative observations made during the evaluation process. Before the objects were relocated, it was observed that participants had to detach their backs from the chair and perform extensive trunk movements to reach the objects. However, after the relocation, a significant improvement was observed: no participant had to make extensive trunk movements to interact with any of the objects.

At the end of the test, participants were asked to report on their experience, specifically whether they found it easy to interact with the objects and whether they encountered any difficulties in reaching the blocks after applying the relocation algorithm. All participants responded positively to the ease of interaction and negatively to the second question, indicating no difficulty in reaching the objects. These responses not only attest to the effectiveness of the algorithm in terms of accessibility and user comfort, but also highlight its potential to enhance the interaction experience in virtual environments designed for rehabilitation or physical training.

This mix of quantitative analysis and qualitative observations provides a more comprehensive understanding of the impact of the displacement algorithm. While numerical data provide an objective measure of changes in movement dynamics, participants’ perceptions provide valuable insights into the usability and perceived effectiveness of the reconfigured virtual environment. Such findings demonstrate the importance of considering both quantitative and qualitative aspects in the design and evaluation of interactive technologies for rehabilitation.

### 6. Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, this research contributes to the evolving field of upper limb VR rehabilitation by offering insights into the development of more adaptable, effective, and patient-centric VR environments. Preliminary data from the evaluation indicate that it is possible to establish a safe working area where patients do not have to exert excessive efforts or perform unwanted movements to interact with virtual environment objects. The dynamic adjustment algorithm ensures that virtual objects are always optimally positioned within the user’s reach, considering both the exercise configuration and the user’s current position.

This not only effectively removes one of the barriers encountered during the testing of serious games but also allows for the collection of a historical record of different calibrations. The data from these records offer therapists insights into mobility progress throughout the rehabilitation process. Importantly, this approach embodies a patient-centered focus, underlining advancements in patient mobility and aiding in a more customized therapeutic strategy. This aspect strengthens the core principle of our research, which is to prioritize the needs and experiences of patients throughout the rehabilitation process.

However, it is important to acknowledge certain limitations within our evaluation. One of the primary limitations is the number of participants involved in the evaluation. Expanding the participant pool and testing the algorithms with actual cSCI patients would provide more comprehensive insights into the effectiveness and applicability of our approach in real-world rehabilitation scenarios.

Furthermore, enhancing the algorithm’s flexibility is important to meet a wider range of needs of patients with cSCI, as well as the type of exercise to be performed. Adopting a approach that accounts for an object’s collider for relocation purposes, rather than its geometric center, could refine user interactions. Furthermore, introducing an independent threshold for height restriction could further tailor the virtual environment to individual users, accommodating variations in their physical capabilities and rehabilitation goals.

Our future work will aim to overcome these challenges by refining the detection and relocation algorithms, assessing the effects of varying object placement thresholds, and expanding the range of rehabilitation activities that can benefit from such adjustments.

Indeed, the integration of these algorithms within the Rehab-Immersive platform, specifically in the games designed for upper limb rehabilitation, demonstrates their practical utility. These games cover exercises both with and without requiring lateral trunk displacement, catering to mono-manual and bi-manual activities.
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